Thuraya GSM
About Thuraya ReliefComms
Reliable communications for swift and effective disaster management. When crucial operational
coordination is essential to your mission and information transmission is critical for success,
Thuraya ReliefComms provides a vital connection you can always rely on. Thuraya’s cuttingedge solutions in voice, data and integrated satellite communication provide ongoing connectivity for both relief teams and disaster victims. Thuraya’s ReliefComms provides critical voice
communications for relief teams, weather and mapping services, crucial in early-warning communication for disaster preparedness and risk mitigation. Thuraya’s industry-leading data solutions give relief teams reliable, high-speed mobile satellite broadband to access information,
which is essential to the success of relief efforts.

About Thuraya GSM
The innovative Thuraya GSM Solution provides added convenience for users needing to
communicate outside of the GSM network range. It is used to extend GSM services to remote
locations (mobile locations) with Thuraya IP as the backbone link. It gives end-users added
mobility, more freedom and fewer restrictions on their communications.

Who uses this solution?
Thuraya GSM is an excellent solution, which can accommodate the various communication
needs of the Oil & Gas industry. It is an ideal companion for organizations with units on the
move who need to rely on clear, steady connectivity and uninterrupted communications.

How does it work over Thuraya IP?
Thuraya GSM users can enjoy the convenience of using a GSM phone in remote locations since
the calls are actually established over satellite in the packet mode. Its main function is to allow
GSM roaming in remote and isolated locations where GSM services are generally not available.
The IP access is used along with THIP terminals in both standard and streaming mode if needed. Users of this reliable solution can enjoy several benefits such as the ease of deployment of
remote GSM networks and its simple, swift operation.
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Support
For help and support, please contact: customer.care@thuraya.com
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